
From the Editor’s Desk ...

“To him whose elastic and vigorous thoughts keep pace with the sun, every moment

is a perpetual morning.” – Henry David Thoreau

At the time of stepping ahead following this inspiring idea for a new beginning

towards enlightenment, I offer prayers to the omniscient almighty and seek the blessings

of the elders.

It has been a long cherished dream to elaborate and share with you the efforts carried

out by the institute. As a humble step towards it, AARASH, meaning enlightenment, is an

embodiment of collective efforts for the realization of our goals.

I owe this to our respected director, Dr. Sarla Achuthan, all the motivating faculty

members, our supportive seniors, our co-operative colleagues, our helpful staff, our

loving friends and all those who directly or indirectly uplifted our spirits in search of

enlightenment.

I specially thank Dhaval Sir, an invaluable alumnus, who not only sponsored this

issue but also rendered his expert contribution as a mentor and an editor who constantly

helped us in concreting our dreams into reality.

These efforts are a fruit of contribution and creativity of several faculty, alumni and

students whom we owe special gratitude. We hope this tradition of active participation

continues to enlighten all of us.

Enlightenment means becoming aware of the depth and mystery, to get in touch with

our innermost essence and co creating our personal experience of reality.

But, the past few years have witnessed a veritable information explosion which leads

to the path of disarray and discombobulation. Let us get together to illuminate and

elucidate. May this age be of enlightenment and not of information overload.

May there be a spark to light up your imagination and a hidden catalyst to help you

realize your dreams.

Amisha Doshit
Editor, Aarash
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SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING
Someone�s watching you for business

Proliferation and popularity of several
online media and social networking sites have
provided consumers with an effective place
to express their opinion and vent their anger
if needed.

Social Media Monitoring is all about
feeling the pulse of the market and customers
and use the information to get feedback from
them, provide customer service and do market
research by tracking online conversations in
the online world. A benchmark is set by
observing current conversations which are
tracked and analyzed by many automated tools
which generate analytical reports. This
information is reviewed and summarized to
draw useful conclusions and prepare suitable
response.

How will this help the company ?
1) Listen : It will help you watch out for
any complaints against you or your
competitors. As it is the best opportunity to
showcase your customer service, show that
you care and value customers.

2) Participate : It is essential to know the
key opinion makers and what are they
talking about it.
3) Respond : When you are monitoring the
conversations you know the happenings and
can implement relevant responses. A proper
response goes a long way in spreading the
good word about your brand in these times
of the ripple effect.

Initially, �markets were conversations�
but today a more pertinent statement could
be that conversations are becoming markets.
The next stage of the web may well be based
on democratizing data mining of all that
content that�s getting published. To some
degree, these predictions for the future are
just further developments of the same core
value propositions these services already
focus on. Hopefully this information will
help spur some original thinking on your part,
readers, and you can give some suggestions
for the future of the industry out in
comments.

� Rohin Koul
MBA-I

ARNESH
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ARNESH Consumer Awareness-

RIGHTS OF THE MARKET-KING

Most of us have faced a situation where we have got a substandard product or service in
return for our hard earned money and give up before fighting for what may be rightfully ours
as we do not know whom to turn to for help.

With rising consumerism, it is important that
individuals become aware of their rights and duties as
customers. Even though the rights are well documented,
people in India are rarely aware of them, irrespective of
their educational or socio-economic status. Consumer
rights in India are protected under Consumer Protection
Act, 1986 (COPRA). Under this act government has
recognized 8 rights. They are :

1. Right to Basic Needs : Every consumer has right to satisfy atleast, if not more, their
basic needs like food, clothes and shelter.

2. Right to Safety : Every consumer has right to be protected against the marketing of
goods which are hazardous to health or life.

3. Right to Information : Every consumer has right to get information about each and
every thing they are concerned about.

4. Right of Choice : Every consumer has right to be assured, wherever possible, and have
access to a variety of products and services at competitive prices.

5. Right of Representation : Every consumer has rights to be assured that consumer
interests will receive full and sympathetic consideration in the formulation of
Government policy, and fair and expeditious treatment in its administrative tribunals.

6. Right to Redress : Every consumer has right to get the redressal of his loss.

7. Right to Consumer Education : Every consumer has a right to avail consumer
education.

8. Right to Healthy Environment : Every consumer has a right to have the healthy and
unpolluted environment to live.

Jaago Grahak Jaago!!! Consumer awareness pushes the producers to provide better
products and services. When consumers are well informed it creates pressure on producers
involved in malpractices and hence purifies the market making it healthy and more
competitive. An ignorant consumer is like a sheep for a lion�Don�t be that sheep anymore!!

Exercise your rights�
� Kapil Chauhan

MBA-I
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ARNESH
Ahmedabad : A Mega City or a Blasé Town ?

November, 2009 - Ahmedabad gets its
second five star hotel near the S.G. Highway - a
shopping and entertainment hub of the city.
Ahmedabad is being actively promoted as a
business destination (recall the �Vibrant Gujarat�
campaign and the NRI festivals). The re-develop-
ment of the Kankaria Lake, the BRTS, increasing
number of malls and multiplexes and the upcoming
Metro Railway project are all aimed at bringing the
city at par with the metro cities of the country.

In the last few years, the city has witnessed a large inflow of funds as investments in
a number of developmental projects involving infrastructure, convenience facilities and
luxuries. The location of the Tata Nano plant at Sanand at a 30 km proximity to Ahmedabad
has been another booster to its growth. Optimism says that at this pace of growth, Ahmedabad
will soon be noticed on the world map.

Amidst this rocketing progress, have we left
out finer details of a developed city ? I�m referring
to the current state of the city - where cattle grazes
on the roadside, the city that witnesses �garbage
bonfires� and continuous digging on roads and the
city where, in general, the masses are out to break
rules. How would a tourist react on stepping out of
its five star suite and walking into a cow or being
stranded at a chaotic traffic signal just because
people are too busy to follow them ?

A year ago, I met a foreigner at a restaurant queue and solicited feedback on the city.
Her response was disappointing. She had been repeatedly misled to different areas of the
town. A local newspaper prints a weekly column of Troubleshooters- where citizens voice
problems related to their area. The question is- why do the citizens need this column?
Imperfections are innate to every place but a developed city is expected to be responsive to
them on time. Being on the world map calls for some homework. Any lessons on that ?

� Bhavna Narang

MBA-I
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Guest The war for the waves
Why the telecommunication markets have become the
latest battle ground for price war, and what is next ?

Airtel takes Pay-Per-Second tariff war outside
India, Rcom launches its �Simply Reliance� campaign
offering flat rates of 50paise/min (or 1 paise per sec)
Take any news daily and it is flooded with attractive
schemes given by telecos. The price war has already
started affecting their profitability and their stock
prices have plummeted more than 30% over just one
month. One might ask why companies like Bharti
Airtel & R-Com are getting in this fierce price war ?
The reasons are manifold.

First the onslaught of the new players like Tata
DoCoMo, Aircel, MTS as well as the prospective
future players like Uninor, SWAN and Datacom has
already heated up the competition in form of
attractive pricing policy adapted by them and swarm
of news regarding their  future plans filling the air
daily. The cost structure in telecom market is quit
tricky. Given the spectrum the operational cost of
providing services to 5000 customers and to
5,000,000 customers is more or less same. Given this
cost structure  all of this new entrants have an
incentive to provide lower tariff in order to have
substantial foothold. This brings us to the second
reason for the current price war.

Why the new entrants prefer low profit with
high subscriber base over high profit with lower
subscriber base? And why well entrenched players
like Bharti & Reliance are also following the suit
given their pan India penetration?. As it is well said
�a picture is worth thousand words� the picture
above gives the answer to this question. As
economics defines it the Telecom market is the
market with high Network Externality. It simply means
that when  network effect is present, the value of a
product or service increases as more people use it.
So if my relatives & friends are using service of a
particular network provider I have incentive to move
to that network. The pricing mechanism also plays
role of catalyst in this higher subscriber base game.
Whenever you make a call from say your  Airtel

connection to a Vodafone user, Airtel pays
termination charges to Vodafone. Given this it makes
a lot of sense to have a higher subscriber base, or
rather putting it simply higher subscriber base means
better earnings in form of termination charges &
higher future income as the customers are �Locked
in� (Notionally off course!)

But this is not the end of the reasons to get
into this war! The other reason is the dismal
penetration of Internet (just about 7% ) in India in
comparison of other comparable nation like China
where the penetration is as high as 27%. The
biggest problem in Indian context is the low
purchasing power of our most cherished �common
man� for whom a broadband or even a DSL
connection is a pipe dream. But still there is a latent
need for Data access which could be frugally
addressed by data enabled cell phones. The
number of this data enabled set is growing at
scorching speed, pegged to have 80% share of the
total handset by the year 2012. This will allow the
telecom operators to provide data services as a
cheaper alternative to internet connection and
realize higher ARPU( Average revenue per user). The
telecom markets are also adjacent to the cable TV,
IPTV & Internet market which gives each telecom
operator better Economies of Scope and hence an
competitive edge to enter these markets and have
presence across all three screens (computer, mobile
phone & TV).

However there is a huge question mark over
the regulatory bodies TRAI & DoT�s policy
formulation tactics. A bundled spectrum along with
license is creating an unnecessary complexity as
many experts suggests. It is sacrificing efficiency at
the cost of competition. An equivocal spectrum and
3G policy has made these issues even more
complex.

Hence the current price war can be attributed
to the strategy of the players to maximize the future
profits by acquiring and sustaining higher subscriber
base. The improper regulatory framework is adding
fuel to this war. As a customer of one of the fastest
growing telecom market there are many reasons to
smile as tariffs plummet it is becoming cheaper to
�Express Yourself!�.

� Dhaval Thakker
MBA-Finance

Institute of Management : Nirma University
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Vishesh MANAGEMENTOLOGY
The management terminology for some of the most unethical things in life.

Groups of people promoting plagiarism through visually stimulating techniques
and multimedia effects and showing excellent command over language just to state
the obvious
:::PRESENTATIONS:::

Groups of people shamelessly performing the act of mud-slinging, character
assassination and destructive criticism
:::INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK:::

Groups of people engaging in healthy backstabbing, unhealthy competition and
social loafing
:::A DYNAMIC TEAM:::

Groups of people discussing cricket, bollywood, surfing, for a fortnight and a half
and slogging like donkeys for a week
:::EFFECTIVE DEADLINE COMPLETION:::

Groups of people engaging in gossips, rumor spinning mills to project something
positive in a really negative  way
:::WHISTLE  BLOWING:::

Groups of people indulging in scathing remarks, killer statements and being the
most unappreciative of somebody�s hard work just to show lame superiority
:::PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL:::

Groups of people engaging in discussing the most irrelevant matter in a
sophisticated manner, keeping timers, using resources, showing utter disrespect to
other people�s personal time just  to go round and round the matter and not even
coming close to discussing the irrelevant matter at hand and finally after all these
unanimously deciding that it was irrelevant and is documented.
: : :BRAINSTORMING:::

Groups of people engaging in threat calls, legal threats and any other kinds of
intangible or tangible threats
: : :MOTIVATION:::

Groups of people showing shameless flattery like laughing at poor jokes, laughing
louder at poorer jokes, taking sides, losing all sense of dignity or self respect just to
be the �yes-sir� kind of guys to their superiors
:::MAINTAINING GOOD RELATIONS WITH SUPERIORS:::

� Ajit Devasia
MBA-I
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Vishesh

Lets compare the financial market
with a wine bar and understand its rise
and collapse in an easy and light hearted
way.

Suppose Heidi is the proprietor of a
bar in New York. In order to increase
sales, she decides to allow her loyal cus-
tomers - most of whom are unemployed
�Bewdas� - to drink now but pay later.
She keeps track of the drinks consumed
on a ledger (thereby granting the cus-
tomers loans).

Word gets around and as a result
increasing numbers of customers flood
into Heidi�s bar.

Taking advantage of her customers�
freedom from immediate payment
constraints, Heidi increases her prices
for wine and beer, the most-consumed
beverages. Her sales volume increases
massively.

Since she was buying more liquor,
she got an extended debt period from her
alcohol suppliers to her bar. A young
and dynamic customer service
consultant at the local bank recognizes
these customer debts as valuable future
assets and increases Heidi�s borrowing
limit.

He sees no reason for undue
concern since he has the debts of the
alcoholics as collateral.

At the bank�s corporate
headquarters, expert bankers transform
these customer assets into bonds like
DRINKBONDS, ALKBONDS and
PUKEBONDS. These securities are then
traded on markets worldwide. No one

really understands what these
abbreviations mean and how the
securities are guaranteed. Nevertheless,
as their prices continuously climb, the
securities become top-selling items.

So no one was complaining, custom-
ers were getting drinks on debt, Heidi
was getting drinks on credit from sup-
plier and paying it with the money she
got from the banker. Banker sold it off
to market as bonds and these bonds
were being purchased and sold among
investment bankers among themselves.

One day, although the prices are
still climbing, a risk manager (the
spoil-sport) of the bank decides that
the time has come to demand payment
of the debts incurred by the �Bewdas�
(drinkers) at Heidi�s bar.

However, they cannot pay back the
debts.

Heidi cannot fulfill  her loan
obligations and claims bankruptcy.

DRINKBOND and ALKBOND drop
in price by 95%. PUKEBOND performs
better, stabilizing in price after dropping
by 80%.

The suppliers of Heidi�s bar, having
granted her generous payment due
dates and having invested in the
securities are faced with a new
situation. Her wine supplier claims
bankruptcy, her beer supplier is taken
over by a competitor.

� Rahul Patel
MBA-l

 Reference : www.coolavenues.com

The Rise & Fall in Addiction to �Cash - Whisky�
The story of Financial Markets
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  Students Corner
Fresher�s Party organized on 28th August '09
Teachers Day celebrated on 5th September '09
Navratri celebrated on 24th September '09
CSR Week celebrated from 11th-15th September '09

Pratibimb 2009, 15th September '09
“Waqt aane par bata denge tujhe ae aasman,

Hum abhi se kya batae kya hamare dil mein hai”

These lines were found not only
on our first teaser for �Pratibimb � 09�,
but also in our various discussions on
kitlis and during various planning
meetings. It gave that kick to the
team, the spirit that kept us together
inspite of all the differences.  Yes, till
the end we stuck together and
proved to be one team.

That�s how the plan that began
with �Pratibimb � an inter-college
skit competition� took the shape of
Corporate Social Responsibi l i ty
Week. Most of us didn�t realise how
we became the integral part of this
process, how each of us �became
the change�. Some got in coz �kuch
karna tha�, some coz �dost log kuch
kar rahe hai� and some coz their
skills mattered a lot to all of us: they
were as good as professionals.
Whatever reasons brought us in,
finally it all got focussed to one thing
� �Bring out the spirit of B.K.�. May it
be the Corporate world, fel low
colleges or just any Amdavadi, we
wanted to attract all. We wanted
to Make it Happen!

The one day plan turned into a
plan including � Tree plantation,

Clothes Distribution Drive, Old age
home visit, Blood donation camp
and finally �Pratibimb -09�. And all of
this could become a success due to
some major forces, one of them
being ultimate support from the
college � our wonderful batch-
mates, our sincere juniors and last
but not the least our own professors!

Our take-homes?? Oh sure!!
Some of them that I can put down�
marketing skil ls, communication
skills, team-spirit, crisis management,
patience, humility - the list will be a
customized one if  you ask
everyone...  Many of these we
learnt from the awesome people
who participated with us � various
NGOs, volunteers, kids, and so
many more.

That�s the closest I can get to
give a snap shot of one and half
month of work and fun - in this small
a space. To sum up, I think the one
thing that kept us all on track was
the belief �

�The show must go on........and it will�

� Falgunni Sachdev
MBA-II
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utkarsh

People have endless wishes or dreams
in their life. Mine was to get B.K as my
B-school. But Yes, It�s true that you should
have �Dreams on Fire�. Being BK�ites, you
will surely get importance as �B.K. wale�.
People also complain about your little bit
�over attitude�.J But that�s a change you
will surely notice being a BK�ite. I still
remember the day when I entered the
college for orientation session. People
explained their ambitions of life and their

plan to fulfill them by MBA. MBA - �Mane Badhu Avde che.!� But I don�t agree with it,
thanks to the short cuts taken to pass the exams.J

People complain about infrastructure of B. K. But I got �Thinking Corner� where
people meet when they just enter the college, exchange gestures and share endless
discussion. We got �Kitli� in Gujarat University, our hangout place, where we solve our
life problems like a �Case study�. Stairs of B. K. are  full of people studying notes
during exams. The biggest lesson to learn was to manage with this infrastructure. We
got the chance to learn to manage with scarce resources. Red bricks all-around, gives
you perfect B-school look.

Being a BK�ite, you will get chance to learn the lessons from perfect guides as our
professors You learn new lessons like �Ego states of Life�, �Hypotheses theory�, �Model
- Holly cow Theory�, �Communication Barriers�, �Apna ISM�, �Counting the rules I
broke everyday� and many more� I learnt that solving our life problems was far easier
than solving unknown persons� cases by our knowledge.J Visiting faculties also en-
riched our knowledge with their experiences.

All BK�ites have their unique characteristic, and combining all of them, is the
perfect BK. BK�ites are always being �Partners to bunk the lectures�, �Giver of notes
@ exams time�, �Part time teachers to teach difficult chapters�, �Partners to �C2D
strategy�, �Superb Seniors to Jabardast Juniors�, �Event managers�, �Partners to share
smiles, Cutting Chai or Golgappas�, �motivators to attend boring lectures and guides�,
�University toppers�, �Helping hands @ anytime� and finally �People who taught me
�EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE� in life. I learned from their life lessons. In simple word I can
describe all of them as �FRIENDS�.

Thanks to my alma mater B.K.
� Prince Sheth

MBA-II

My Experiences at BK

... ...MY BK... ...
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The most verbose essays are those
that have nothing to put forth. Maybe it�s
a human instinct to �make up� for lack of
substance by providing quantity where
quality is of the essence. Verbosity, then,
stems from the basic question, �What to
say ?�

Aarash�s Editor asked me to remi-
niscence on my days at BK. But after a
week of brain storming (yes, that imper-
ceptible substance that my wife vehemently
denies the existence of) I am still at a
loss. The question looming �or rather
menacingly lurking around the corner- is
�what to write?�

 The well meaning editor is undoubt-
edly entitled to say, �sir, please tell us of
your days at BK�. But being an editor
myself, I cringe at the thought of boring
my readers to death with talks of Gopal
bhai�s Kitli and �Maska Bun�. Nor would
stories of conked out overhead projec-
tors and late night lectures hold any inter-
est for you, the discerning reader.

In fact, to my opinion, no happy pic-
ture can be conjured up in the mind of
even the most fanciful reader on reading a
sentence that begins with �in my times�.�
We dread having to read first person ac-
counts of the lives of even the most like-
able and popular personalities of our times.
In such circs, I dare not even open my
little book of memories.

Alumnus Thoughts
Memories from the Past...

But a page is a page and 300 words
are just that- three hundred words. And
while my trusty word processor urges me
on, flashing the taskbar to indicate that I
have already crossed the 250 mark, I
suddenly feel an urge to LET GO!! You
know, that sudden rush of adrenalin that
only a hardcore Editor will feel when he
realizes that adding three exclamation
marks at the end of a sentence is likely to
reduce your writing burden by almost 3.5
%!!!!!

Mind you, I took my marketing as an
elective, and not finance. Finance guys
and ladies are urged to take up the task
of making a data model that can calculate
the number of words it saves on adding
unnecessary exclamations to unnecessary
sentences written necessarily out of a feel-
ing of bonding that you share with an
institute that has given you the skills to be
what you are today. (there, if you grasped
the whole sentence on the first go, call
Sarla Ma�am, we need more and more
geniuses at BK. If not, well then, a warm
cuppa tea and a few deep breaths should
just about help clear the cobwebs.

This excuse for an article was
purportedly written by

Dhaval Jamnadas (1998-2000)

The-Editor-who-should-never-have-
tried-to-be-an-author.

Pramesh
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There is no mistaking them if you ever

worked with or worse, for them; and felt

the heat of their presence (of course, you

will find this article outrageous if you ARE

one). Typically highly cerebral, razor-sharp

in their observations and analysis, and usu-

ally right in their conclusions and judgments;

they can without doubt change the slopes

and orientations of all the important curves

of the company � at least visibly. That is

precisely why they are indispensable � at

least for the people who care for those lines

and their slopes in the short run. God forbid,

if you ever have to lock horns with them in

a debate, be ready to lose in a matter of

minutes. Better not to try, you would say.

Results? You cannot outsmart them, you do

not have more convincing answers most of

the times, you can find no errors in their

number work � more humiliating might be

the fact that their GUESS-work is better than

your NUMBER-work sometimes. So when

summoned to their office, or when required

to be in a meeting with them, no matter in

whose �territory� or office, you feel your

stomach get knotted up and you feel an ir-

repressible desire to find some-whatever-

reason to retrace your steps and avoid the

encounter. Whatever the agenda, you know

the outcome: you lose. The company ben-

efits by going their way. Even you would do

better to follow them� they know better.

But then, why is this lingering sense of

frustration, irritation and dislike spilled lib-

erally after these people everywhere they

go? What makes them toxic? If they have

superior knowledge, or brains, it should in-

spire awe and should encourage others to

emulate the brilliant ones. The people should

feel secure with the smart ones because

their judgments are best for everyone. So,

why the reverse effects ? Why do the toxic

About the Author

Prof. Margie Parikh has been teaching a wide range of
subjects including Organisational Behavior, Organisation
Structure and Design, Organisation Development and Human
Resource Development apart from frameworks such as
Transactional Analysis. Her recent interests include greater
understanding of impact of culture on management, integration
of traditional and modern management practices in a meaningful
manner and organisational design. Among the latest publication
by her are integrative, cross-boundary case studies in reputed
international journals.

During the 14 years of association with B.K. as a faculty,
students have looked upon her as a mentor and a guide, who has
helped them in becoming better human beings.
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ones find themselves alone

and isolated eventually ?

Ask those who had to

work with toxic colleagues

and they will indicate that

toxics make you painfully

aware of what you are not.

They seem to be announc-

ing that you are not worth

acknowledging and at your

best, something destined to

be erased without trace be-

cause someone ALWAYS

knows better. It is THIS

the toxic thinks you are), so pick up arms

and give them a fight that they will remem-

ber. No, don�t do that also.

Then? What are the options? An an-

cient art of Aikido says that one can win

many encounters by using opponent�s en-

ergy itself. If your toxic colleague is bril-

liant and intolerant, and must prevail, let him/

her prevail � well, on those times when do-

ing so is good for everyone. And in the pro-

cess of prevailing, when they dole out the I-

put-you-downs liberally, don�t take it person-

ally. What can you do, that is how they are

� accept that as the core feature of their

self. However, in interdependent relation-

ships, there would be occasions when you

put-down and discount that

makes them toxic. Can

anyone forever be right?

Can someone forever be

wrong ?

So, what do you do ?

Well,  I  am not

equipped to write the rest of

this piece for the toxic ones

(they would hate the sug-

gestions even more than the

epithet). So here I go for

the lesser mortals who sur-

round the toxics. You are in

a grave danger of getting

disappointment as well as

life-long memorabilia in the

form of ulcers and blood-

pressure if you ever thought

that your persuasiveness, or

whatever, can change them.

Often people also make a

mistake of swinging. That

is, like a pendulum � believ-

ing that if you cannot

change them, you need to

�show it to them� that you

are no less (not so dumb as

would know better. Choose those occasions

carefully, anticipate their stance and make

all the preparation. Find more about your

toxic colleague  and observe what they re-

spond most benignly to � after all, they are

toxic, not blood-sucking monsters. If they

respond well to reason, collect all relevant

data, put it through the right processing and

make your mark. If they respond to some-

thing else, well- find out what it is and how

you can create the best appeal. When it is

too much, change the job, if you can J

That makes one wonder how it feels

to be a toxic coworker for others � others

can run away from you, you cannot.

Toxic Colleagues
... ... ... by Prof. Margie ParikhPramesh
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Book REVIEW
Book : White Tiger
Author : Aravind Adiga

The White Tiger, written by first time
novelist Aravind Adiga, published by Simon
& Schuster. Aravind Adiga is an Indian
journalist and author. The White Tiger is his
debut novel which had won the 2008 Man
Booker Prize.

The White Tiger is written as a first-
person narration by one Balram Halwai, a self-
described entrepreneur in Bangalore, about
how he came to be successful. It is a story of
his experience of life.  He grew up in a small
coal mining village in Bihar, born to a poor
rickshaw-puller, and from there how he
becomes a car driver of his master Mr. Ashok,
his experience as a servant of his master and
then how he becomes the owner of the The
Whitetiger technology drivers.

The central idea of the novel is what
Adiga describes as the �Rooster Coop� and its
essence, the never ending psychological tussle
between the have and have-nots. Mind you,
it is no book about revolutions, though the
narrator, Balram Halwaimay, proclaim his
story to be one. It is the psychological
nuances of the inevitable �haves & have- nots�
relationships we all have, most of the times
filling different roles in different ones; that
is the highlight of Adiga�s book.

� Adil Ghanchi
MBA-I

SOFTWARE REVIEW
Software : Reader

Company : Foxit

Foxit Reader is a free PDF document
viewer. With incredible small  s ize,
breezing-fast launch speed and rich feature
set, it helps you to read the PDF very easily
and quickly. Its core function is compatible
with PDF Standard 1.7.

To put it gently, Adobe Reader is a real
pain in the hindquarters. It�s monstrously
large, slow to load, and contains many
features which are hardly needed. Foxit PDF
Reader 3.0 kills the bloat and has many
useful features, such as multimedia support
and content-sharing options.

The interface mimics Adobe�s, so that
there is no need to change your reading
habits. The text readability is almost similar.
The small program starts surprisingly fast
compared with Adobe. It�s a nice touch that
it opens PDFs from the Internet in their own
Foxit window, instead of sucking resources
from within the browser.

Recent updates include fixing the
hyperlink problem, multimedia support,
printing highlighted-only sections, and tabbed
PDF browsing, which helps you to read
multiple PDFs simultaneously and with ease.
Overall, unless you�re tied to Adobe, we
strongly recommend this freeware competitor.

� Ronak Naik
MBA-II
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Brazil is the largest country in South
America with the maximum population.
Blessed with abundant natural resources,
it  has become the most powerful country
in South America in economic terms and
acquired a strong position in global
economy.

It�s continuous growth from 2004 has
led to a rise in employment and real
wages. The country had to face a sharp
depreciation in the currency which led to
a drastic adjustment in current account
from 2003 to 2006. This was followed by
trade surpluses. Surplus agricultural pro-
duction also led to an increase in exports.

The present GDP is $1.6 trillion and
the real growth rate of GDP is 3.7%. Rate
of unemployment is 9.6% and inflation is
3%. Its major industries are textiles,
shoes, chemicals, aircraft, steel, motor
vehicles, etc. Agricultural products in-
clude coffee, wheat, rice, sugarcane etc.
with soyabean at forefront of grain crops
contributing 50 of 110 million tons of
grains. Brazil has a moderate free mar-
ket and export-oriented economy.

The importance given to the rural
producer takes place in the shape of the
Agricultural and Cattle-raising Plan and
through Pronaf, a program which guar-
antees financing for equipment and cul-
tivation and encourage the use of new
technology, as shown by the use of agri-
cultural land zoning. The special line of
credit for women and young farmers is
an innovation worth mentioning, provid-
ing an incentive towards the entrepre-
neurial spirit.

The �green ox�, raised in pastures,

on a diet of hay and mineral salts, con-
quered international markets, particularly
after the �mad cow disease� scare period.
Brazil has the largest cattle herd in the
world, with 198 million heads, responsible
for exports surpassing the mark of US$ 1
billion/year.

A pioneer and leader in the manu-
facture of short-fiber timber cellulose,
Brazil has also achieved positive results
within the packaging sector, in which it is
the fifth largest world producer. In the for-
eign markets, it answers for 25% of glo-
bal exports of raw cane and refined sugar;
it is the world leader in soybean exports
and is responsible for 80% of the planet�s
orange juice, and since 2003, has had
the highest sales figures for beef and
chicken, among the countries that deal
in this sector.

� Vaidehi Parikh
MBA-I

nishkarsh
BRAZIL  the  big �B� of BRIC countries...
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Paramarsh

Triamaze :
Horizontal
2. To recommend. To  gest (3)
4. To increase (3)
6. Easy, eath (4)
9. Hell, water-filled cavity under earth(5)
10. To talk pertaining to a topic (7)
11. A card game (5)
First Slope
1. Rightness, impartiality (7)
5. A person infected with rabies( 5)
Second Slope
1. To move something here & there (6)
3. A fish symbolising Christ( 7)
7. A group of vulgar (3)
8. Twice (3)

by : Nipun Bhatia,MBA-I

On a Lighter Note

Words of fortune :
Read the hint given and make a meaningful word by arranging the letters given at odd
places and by filling up missing ones.

( 1 ) Letters :  G,S,S,I,L

Hint : The time-related positioning of resources.

(2 ) Letters : G,S,T,R

Hint : The decisions about how we will apply resources to objectives.

( 3 ) Letters : M,T,T,O,V

Hint : The psychological feature that arouses an organism to action toward a
desired    goal.

by : Chintan Anitawala,MBA-I

1
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8

10

6

9

11

7

First
slope Second

slope

For any queries, feedback and the guest articles, write to us at : bkaarash@bkschool.org.in



FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK ... ... ...

B.K. school aims at imparting holistic management

education to its students so as to sharpen their analytical

skills and decision making skills. The students are trained

to strive for individual excellence and at the same time

nurtured for team work through various activities. Most

importantly, as future managers, they are constantly

encouraged to look beyond theories and actually practice

the art and science of management.

Their new initiative – Aarash is the right step in this direction. The result of their

effort and teamwork is in front of us to see. I congratulate the students’ council for

this venture and laud the effort of editorial team for bringing together the best of

their classmates and even from students of other college in this issue. Without them

this endeavour would not have become a reality.

I wish them success and hope that they will continue with this for a long time to

come.
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